INTEGRATIONS AND REORGANISATIONS THE NEW FUNCTIONS OF CENTRE OF PRISHTINA

"GARISHA" the old market area

The main urban tissue (urban grid) and the urban area wise is very critical to the center of the city. "Garisha" spread out from north west towards east. A market area in Prishtina was characterized by its two parts: the covered and uncovered one. The main street that a direction east west and an area relatively known. Throughout the city, "Garisha" area was a place where people and merchants were gathered in the city. Most of old buildings were areas covered by traditional and modern houses. The buildings were more or less covered by small huts scattered on the houses. The concept around the market area was covered. There didn't exist a sewer which was extended to the market area. The main reason to develop the urban area was that the area is surrounded and surrounded by the area, and a lot of merchants were located in the area. The market area was planned. Shops were 1 to 2 stories high and their number was around 500, an essential factor of the development of the area.

CONCEPT OF THE TOWN CENTRE

CENTRAL CITY CONNECT WILL CITY WITH AND UP MOUNTAIN

1. Town Centre lies in the following locations:
   - Central location of the city
   - Report to the city, commerce, economic, no tourists
2. Urban plan indication on market
   - Cultural facilities: museums, cinema, theater, shops, bars
   - Commercial zones: shops, offices
   - Recreation: parks, municipal, other services like parks
   - Cultural facilities "Mithra Museum"
3. Hospitals
4. Entertainment
5. Town Centre lies in the location, which increases the quality of life in the city, central to stock, goods...